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Abstract—Nowadays, with the boom of social media and e-commerce, more and more people prefer to share their consumption
experiences and rate services on review sites. Much research has focused on personalized recommendation. However, quality of
service also plays an important role in recommender systems, and it is the main concern of this paper. An overall rating that indicates
the popular view usually represents the evaluation. There are some challenges when we do not have enough review information to
extract public opinion. Take, for example, a movie for which one user rates a two star rating, and another rates a five star rating. In this
case, it is difficult to conduct a quality evaluation fairly. However, it is possible to be improved with the help of big social users’ contextual
information. In this paper, we propose a model to conduct service quality evaluation by improving overall rating of services using an
empirical methodology. We use the concept of user rating’s confidence, which denotes the trustworthiness of user ratings. First,
entropy is utilized to calculate user ratings’ confidence. Second, we further explore spatial-temporal features and review sentimental
features of user ratings to constrain their confidences. Last, we fuse them into a unified model to calculate an overall confidence, which
is utilized to perform service quality evaluation. Extensive experiments implemented on Yelp and Douban Movie datasets demonstrate
the effectiveness of our model.
Index Terms—Data mining, recommender system, service quality evaluation, social networks
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INTRODUCTION

R

ECENTLY with the rapid development of mobile devices
and ubiquitous Internet access, social network services
have become prevalent. Users share their experiences,
reviews, ratings, photos, videos, check-ins, and moods on
the Internet. Recommender systems have been proposed to
provide interesting services for users by exploring their
preferences from these information. The first generation of
recommender systems [1] with traditional collaborative filtering algorithms [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11],
[12], and many social network based models [13], [14], [15],
[16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22] mostly focus on personalized recommendations by predicting user preferences and
ratings. They neglect the significance of service quality.
However, personalized recommendation with just considering user preference is imperfect, because quality of service is
also important in recommender systems. High quality services should be recommended more easily. Thus, this paper
focuses on how to evaluate the quality of service.
When we choose an item, we rely heavily on reviews and
ratings provided by social users to find out the evaluation
of this item. Generally, an overall rating represents the evaluation from 1 to 5, which indicates the popular view. The
more user ratings to this item there are, the more confidence
in the overall rating there is. For example, for a given movie,
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its overall rating is 4.5 star rating given by hundreds of
users. We are convinced that it is a great film based on these
results. However, there would be a lack of confidence if there
were very few users who have rated the item, such as just
two. Then other audiences, who rely on ratings shown on a
website to make their choices, will make decisions informed
by a miniscule amount of data. In addition, it will confuse
audiences if there are only two contrary ratings for the same
item. For example, there exists a new movie titled The Best
Offer, which has just two cumulative reviews and ratings.
One user rated a two star rating, and another rated a five star
rating. Which one we should trust? Usually, we average the
ratings, and set it as the overall rating. It is an apposite
approach for the items those have large number of ratings.
However, for a new item, we cannot simply average the few
ratings available and accept it as accurate. In addition, service
providers can get feedback on their services from worldwide
users, which are valuable for improving service quality. So it
is urgent to address quality evaluation for services.
There are several challenges in quality evaluation. The first
challenge is the sparsity of ratings. It has been represented in
the above paragraph. The second challenge is user confidence
bias. Users have different patterns of giving ratings of services. The third challenge is that the rating’s confidence is not
isolated. They are relevant with their spatial and temporal features. In addition, sometimes users give high ratings but there
are many negative reviews for various reasons. Therefore, it is
necessary to explore user rating’s confidence by closely examining social users’ contextual information, including spatialtemporal and sentimental information of reviews.
In this paper, we first utilize information entropy to calculate user ratings’ confidence. Second, spatial-temporal
features and review sentimental features of ratings from
social users’ contextual information are mined to constrain
user rating’s confidence. Last, they are fused into a unified
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probabilistic model to calculate the integrated confidence to
improve the overall rating of services.
The biggest difference between with related works [2],
[21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27] is that previous research
has focused on personalized rating prediction and recommendation, while quality evaluation for services is our concern. The main contributions are shown as follows:
1)

We address the issue of quality evaluation for services, and a probabilistic linear model is proposed by
exploring social users’ contextual information. It will
benefit users and services providers to know the
quality of the services with the help of ratings and
reviews from worldwide users.
2) We use the concept of user rating’s confidence to
evaluate the quality of service. The basic idea is that
different users have different levels of confidence in
the evaluation. Furthermore, users’ profiles are
changing at different places and different times.
From users’ textual reviews, we can get more exact
information, which always verifies and supports
their ratings directly. Therefore, we adopt a probabilistic linear model with Gaussian observation noise
to learn the weights of different features.
3) We find that the contextual information, including
spatial-temporal features and review sentimental
features of users’ ratings, is helpful for constraining
user rating’s confidence. Several interesting findings
are obtained. User rating’s confidence is higher
when a user is very far away from the rated item.
User rating’s confidence is increasing over time, and
increasing with review sentiment.
The differences between this paper and our previous
work [28] are: 1) more motivations and challenges are provided, 2) more related works are reviewed and more comparisons with existing works are given, 3) three factors,
including spatial-temporal features and review sentimental
features, are fused into our model, 4) more experiments and
discussions are given. A new dataset Douban Movie is also
utilized to test the effectiveness of our approach.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we present related works on recommender
systems. In Section 3, the proposed model is described thoroughly. In Section 4, we introduce our datasets in detail.
Experiment results and discussions are given in Section 5,
and conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2

RELATED WORKS

Biases could represent users’ rating habits, such as a scenario in which a user A’s ratings are almost 4 and 5, while
B’s ratings are mostly 3. Koren [29] supposed customer preferences for products drift over time, and proposed a collaborative filtering model with temporal dynamics. He
considered user and item time changing biases, and compared the ability of various suggested baseline predictors.
Dror et al. [30] proposed a model that incorporates a rich
bias model with terms that capture information from the
taxonomy of items and different temporal dynamics of
music ratings. We can use the idea of user biases and taxonomy biases for reference, and personalized rating prediction
can be converted to service quality evaluation.
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There are some more approaches to predict users’ ratings. A typical model is the matrix factorization model.
Many systems [6], [7], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27],
[29], [30], [31], [32], [33] employ matrix factorization techniques to learn the latent features of users and items, and predict the unknown ratings using these latent features. Yang
et al. [23] proposed using the concept of ‘inferred trust
circle’ based on the domain-obvious of circles of friends on
social networks to predict users’ ratings. Meanwhile,
besides interpersonal influence, Jiang et al. [24] proved that
individual preference is also an important factor in social
networks. In their Context Model, user latent features
should be similar to his/her friends’ according to preference
similarity. Our previous works [21], [22], [25], [26], [27] consider more social factors in matrix factorization, including
interpersonal influence, interpersonal interest similarity,
personal interest, user rating behavior similarity and behavior diffusion, and geographical distances. These models can
be deployed in the cloud by some cloud computing methods and data storage approaches [55], [56], [57].
Some relevant works address multimedia recommendation [19], [20], [34], [35], [36], [51], [52], [53], [54]. Lee et al.
[34] proposed a recommender system that uses the concepts
of experts to find both novel and relevant recommendations. Wang et al. [19] designed a joint social-content recommendation framework to suggest videos that users are
likely to import or re-share in the online social network.
Existing works mainly focus on personalized rating prediction or recommendation. We focus on quality evaluation
for services by exploring social users’ contextual information. Matrix factorization also can be utilized to predict all
users’ ratings for each item as is utilized in personalized rating prediction [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [37]. For instance,
we can simply calculate the quality evaluation by the averaging all users’ ratings for the item. Directly exploiting similarity between items is also an approach to predict
evaluation. Sarwar et al. [2] proposed an item-based collaborative filtering algorithm. They focused on predicting a
user’s rating of an item based on the average ratings of similar or correlated items by the same user. It is one of the most
popular algorithms in recommender systems.
There are various methods of sentiment analysis [38], [39],
[40] that focus on social networks, public sentiment, and web
queries. Zhang et al. [38] proposed fusing self-supervised
emotion-integrated sentiment classification results into CF
recommenders, by which the User-Item rating matrix can be
inferred by decomposing item reviews that users give on
items. Tan et al. [39] proposed a model that can be used to
discover special topics or aspects in one text collection in
comparison with another background text collection.
For some items, there are only a few ratings. Thus, in service quality evaluation, we face the classic cold start problem. Many researchers focused on solving this problem [41],
[42], [43], [44], [45], [46]. Leroy et al. [41] focused on cold
start link prediction. They leveraged some other information regarding available nodes to predict the structure of a
social network when the network itself is totally missing.
Jiang et al. [45] proposed a user topic based collaborative
filtering approach for personalized travel recommendation.
It is an improved version of traditional collaborative filtering by fusing the rich user information in social media.
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THE APPROACH

We propose using information entropy values to measure
user ratings’ confidence. Furthermore, social users’ contextual information is explored from both spatial-temporal
aspects and review sentimental aspect. These features are
fused into a unified probabilistic model to constrain user
rating’s confidence. The basic idea is that users’ profiles
vary with time, places, and sentiments, i.e., user rating’s
confidence is different at different places, different time,
and different sentiments. When we get the final confidence,
the quality evaluation for services will be figured out.

3.1 User Rating’s Confidence
Different users have different contributions to quality evaluation of services. In this paper, user rating’s confidence is leveraged to conduct evaluation. If users’ ratings are confident,
their ratings must have little differences with the overall rating of services. As we know, entropy is a measure of uncertainty. The information entropy value of these differences
can be used to represent the confidence value of user ratings.
That is to say, we set the differences between user ratings
and the overall rating of services as a difference system, and
then the entropy of this system reflects his/her rating habits
and stability. Additionally, we add a coefficient to distinguish weights of different values to enhance user ratings’
confidence, because the entropy algorithm cannot make a
difference in different values. The lower entropy value is, the
more stable the system is, and the more confident the user’s
rating is. User ratings’ confidence is represented as the reciprocal of entropy value. It can be calculated by:
X
ðjdi j  pðdi Þlog2 pðdi ÞÞ
Eu ¼ 1

(1)

i

di ¼ ru;i  ri ;

(2)

where Eu denotes user u’s confidence value. di is the difference between user rating ru;i and the overall rating ri . pðdi Þ
indicates the probability of the value di . User ratings’ confidence is leveraged to evaluate the overall rating of items by:
r^i ¼

N
X

Eu   ru;i ;

(3)

u¼0

where
Eu  is the normalized form of Eu satisfying
P

u2i Eu ¼ 1. u 2 i is the set of users who have rated item i.
Note that, u is starting from 0. An additional rating, the
average rating, is used to avoid a situation where there is
only one rating of the test item.

3.2 Contextual Features of User Ratings
The method of calculating user ratings’ confidence by
entropy is based on all ratings of a user. That is to say, each
user ratings’ confidence is a constant, whatever the item is.
Users’ profiles are changing constantly so that their rating’s
confidence may be different at different places and different
time. Sometimes users give high ratings but there are many
negative words in their reviews for various reasons. Thus,
we further constrain each rating’s confidence by its spatialtemporal features and review sentimental features.

Fig. 1. The distributions of the average difference and the corresponding
number of ratings in different user-item geographic location distances
based on Yelp restaurants and nightlife datasets. In (a) and (c), the value
of the x-axis denotes user-item geographic distance which has been normalized by a logarithm, and the value of the y-axis denotes the average
value of differences between user ratings and the overall rating of services. We also show the proportionate standard deviation of each group.

3.2.1 Spatial Features
People live in a large social network, and may be influenced
by others easily. Inevitably, there may be some unfair ratings and reviews on the Internet.
We start by analyzing the distribution of rating’s confidence in different user-item geographic location distances.
Fig. 1 shows the distributions of the average difference and
the corresponding number of ratings in different user-item
geographic location distances. The horizontal axis represents user-item geographic distance, which has been operated by the following logarithm:
x ¼ lnDðu; iÞ;

(4)

where Dðu; iÞ denotes the geographical distance between
user u and item i. The ordinate axis represents the average
difference between user ratings and the overall rating of
services. It is an absolute value here.
From Fig. 1, the rating’s confidence is low if users are
very close to the rated items. We suppose that users may be
influenced by their friends or some discounts for services.
When users take a long distance travel, they may prefer to
local specialties and well-known services [22] resulting the
high rating’s confidence. In terms of items, most of them
have competitors. Inevitably, there may be some malicious
evaluation given by their competitors on the Internet.
Generally, competitors are mostly native and geographically close. They may be the reasons for this phenomenon.
However, for different kinds of datasets, the spatial feature
of rating’s confidence may be different. Instead of being
given some motivations, it can be regarded as a kind of bias
in statistics considering that with the extensibility of our
model, no matter what the latent reason for this result is.
Curve fitting is conducted to learn ratings’ spatial features. Note that the curve fitting is based on the 4th degree
Gaussian model. The curve fitting formula is:
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Fig. 2. The distributions of the average difference and the corresponding number of ratings in different periods based on Yelp restaurants, Yelp nightlife, and douban datasets. In (a), (c), and (e), the value of the x-axis denotes the time user rated item, and the value of the y-axis denotes the average
value of differences between user ratings and the overall rating of services.

y ¼

X

 
 2 
aj  exp  x  bj =cj ;

(5)

j

where ai , bi , and ci are the coefficients that need to be
learned by curve fitting. Rating’s confidence is inversely
proportional to y. Therefore, rating’s confidence based on
spatial features can be represented by:
X
 
 2 
aj exp  lnDðu; iÞ  bj =cj ;
Gu;i ¼ 1
(6)
j

where Gu;i denotes rating’s confidence user u to item i. ai , bi
and ci are the coefficients learned by curve fitting. Dðu; iÞ
denotes the geographical distance value between user u and
item i. In addition, we discuss the performance of different
fitting curves in our experiments.

3.2.2 Temporal Features
In the same way, we can get rating’s confidence based on
temporal features. Fig. 2 shows the distributions of the average difference and the corresponding number of ratings in
different periods. In (a), (c), and (e), the value of the x-axis
denotes the time of the rating, and the value of the y-axis
denotes the average difference between user ratings and
overall rating of services. It decreases over time. We suppose that there are more and more ratings and reviews for
each item, resulting in users getting more and more useful
information from former ratings and reviews, and then give
a suitable rating. That is to say, when we search the Internet,
we may be unconsciously influenced by the ratings and
reviews, because the external circumstance can affect us,
especially on fields we do not know well.
Curve fitting is conducted based on the 4th degree
Gaussian model. Ratings’ temporal features can be represented by:
 
.X
 2 
(7)
aj exp  Dayðu; iÞ  bj =cj
Tu;i ¼ 1
j

where Tu;i indicates rating’s confidence user u to item i
based on temporal features. Dayðu; iÞ denotes the rating
time of user u to item i. ai , bi and ci are the coefficients that
need to be learned by curve fitting.

3.2.3 Sentimental Features
On most review sites, users cannot only rate the commodity,
but also share their experiences and attitudes by reviewing.
From their textual reviews, we can get more exact information, which always verifies and supports their ratings
directly. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the relevance
between user confidence and textural review sentiment.
First, the method of sentiment analysis proposed in [38] is
leveraged to calculate sentiment scores. Second, the relevance between user rating’s confidence and review sentiment is mined. Last, we learn sentimental features to
constrain users’ confidence.
Fig. 3 shows the distributions of the average difference
and the corresponding number of ratings in different sentiment scores. In (a) and (c), the value of the x-axis is the normalized review sentiment score. The value of the y-axis is
the average difference between ratings and overall rating of
services. It decreases with the sentiment score. That is to
say, user confidence increases with review sentiment score.
The sentimental features can be represented by:
Su;i ¼ 1

.X

a
j j

 ðRS ðu; iÞÞj

(8)

where Su;i denotes rating’s confidence user u to item i
according to review sentimental features. RSðu; iÞ is the normalized sentiment score user u to item i.

3.3 Service Quality Evaluation Model
The overview of our service quality evaluation model is
shown in Fig. 4. We fuse user’s confidence with contextual
features, including spatial-temporal features and review
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Fig. 3. The distributions of the average difference in different sentiment
scores based on Yelp restaurants and Yelp nightlife datasets. In (a) and
(b), the value of the x-axis is the normalized textural review sentiment
score. The value of the y-axis is the average difference between ratings
and the overall rating of services.

sentimental features, to calculate an overall confidence
value of a rating. Note that we define the confidence coefficient in an effective interval under a condition that the sum
of coefficients is one. Now our purpose is to learn spatialtemporal and review sentimental coefficient vectors of user
ratings by training them in a unified probabilistic model. As
shown in Fig. 4, the dimensions of the statistical chart are
set as the dimensions of feature vectors and coefficient vectors. In order to simplify our formulas, we define the overall
confidence of the rating that user u to item i as follows:
Fu;i ¼ Au;tðu;iÞ Ttðu;iÞ þ Bu;gðu;iÞ Ggðu;iÞ þ Cu;sðu;iÞ Ssðu;iÞ
þ Du;tðu;iÞ;gðu;iÞ;sðu;iÞ Eu ;

(9)

where:
Du;tðu;iÞ;gðu;iÞ;sðu;iÞ ¼ 1  Au;tðu;iÞ  Bu;gðu;iÞ  Cu;sðu;iÞ ;

(10)

where tðu; iÞ denotes the time user u rated item i. gðu; iÞ indicates the geographic distance between user u and item i.
sðu; iÞ implies the sentimental value of the review that user
u given item i. Ttðu;iÞ is the rating’s confidence based on
temporal features calculated by (7), and Ggðu;iÞ indicates the
rating’s confidence based on spatial features calculated by
(6). Ssðu;iÞ is the rating’s confidence based on sentimental
features calculated by (8). Eu is the user ratings’ confidence
calculated by (1). A; B; C; D are the corresponding coefficient matrixes. The sizes of these coefficient matrixes are all
M  k, where M is the number of users and k is the dimension of feature vectors.

3.3.1 Model Inference
A probabilistic linear model with Gaussian observation
noise is adopted as [23], [25], and [31]. Here we define the
conditional probability of the observed ratings as follows:
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Fig. 4. Overview of user’s overall confidence calculation. We explore
user rating’s confidence by considering spatial-temporal features and
review sentimental features.  is the symbol of the Hadamard product.



p RjA; B; C; D; G; E; T; S; s 2R

!
ni 
X
Y
Fu;i

2
Pni
N Ri 
ru;i ; s R ;
¼
 u¼0
u¼0 Fu;i
i

(11)

where N ðxjm; s 2 Þ denotes the probability density function
of Gaussian distribution with mean m and variance s 2 .
A; B; C; D is users’ temporal, spatial, sentimental and confidence coefficient matrix respectively. ni denotes the number
of users who have rated item i. Ri is the overall rating of service i, i.e., it is the ground truth. If there is only one user having rated item i, quality evaluation for this service cannot be
performed. To avoid this case, we manually set average rating value as a new rating from user u ¼ 0 to item i.
According to [31], zero mean Gaussian priors are
assumed for users’ spatial-temporal and sentimental coefficient vectors:

 Y


(12)
N Au j0; s 2A
p Ajs 2A ¼
u

 Y


p Bjs 2B ¼
N Bu j0; s 2B
u

(13)


 Y


p Cjs 2C ¼
N Cu j0; s 2C :
u

(14)

The posterior distribution over these coefficient matrices
is given by:


p A; B; CjR; T; G; S; E; s 2
pðR; T; G; S; EjA; B; C; s 2 ÞP ðA; B; Cjs 2 Þ
P ðR; T; G; S; E; s 2 Þ

 
 
 

/ p RjA; B; C; s 2 P Ajs 2 P Bjs 2 P Cjs 2

!
ni 
X
Y
F

Pni u;i ru;i ; s 2R
N Ri 
¼

u¼0 Fu;i
i
u¼0
Y 
Y 

 Y 


N Au j0; s 2A 
N Bu j0; s 2B 
N Cu j0; s 2C :
¼

u

u

u

(15)
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Then the log of the posterior distribution is given by:


lnp A; B; CjR; T; G; S; E; s 2
!2
ni 
X
1 X
Fu;i
Pni
Ri 
ru;i
¼  2
2s R i
u ¼ 0 Fu;i
u¼0
1 X T
1 X T
1 X T
(16)
 2
A Au  2
B Bu  2
C Cu
2s A u u
2s B u u
2s C u u
1
 N  lns 2R þ ðM  kÞlns 2A þ ðM  kÞlns 2B
2

þ ðM  kÞlns 2C þ c;
where c is a constant that does not depend on the parameters. M is the number of users. N is the number of items,
and k indicates the dimension of the latent space. Keeping
the parameters (observation noise variance and prior variance) fixed, maximizing the posterior distribution is equivalent to minimizing the sum-of-squared errors objective
function with quadratic regularization terms:
CðR; A; B; C; T; G; S; EÞ
!2
ni 
X
1 X
Fu;i
Pni
Ri 
ru;i
¼
2 i
u ¼ 0 Fu;i
u¼0
þ

(17)

A 2 B 2 C 2
A þ
B þ
C ;
2 F
2 F
2 F

where kk2F denotes the Frobenius norm.

3.3.2 Model Training
Once we get the objective function, it can be minimized by
the gradient decent approach as [23], [25], [31], and [32].
The gradients of the objective function with respect to the
variables Au;tðu;iÞ , Bu;gðu;iÞ , and Cu;sðu;iÞ are respectively shown
as (18), (19), and (20):
!!
Xni
Fu0 ;i
@C
Pni
¼ ð1Þ Ri 
ru0 ;i
u0 ¼ 0
@Au;tðu;iÞ
0
u0 ¼ 0 Fu ;i


Pni 1
0
Ttðu;iÞ  Eu
u0 6¼u Fu ;i
ru;i

Pni
2
(18)
0
u0 ¼ 0 Fu ;i


!
Pni 1 
0
0
0
0
u0 6¼u Fu ;i Ttðu ;iÞ  Eu ru ;i

Pni
2
0
u0 ¼ 0 Fu ;i
þ A Au;tðu;iÞ
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Xni
F0
@C
Pni u ;i
¼ ð1Þ Ri 
ru0 ;i
0¼ 0
u
@Cu;sðu;iÞ
0
u0 ¼ 0 Fu ;i


Pni 1
0
Ssðu;iÞ  Eu
u0 6¼u Fu ;i
ru;i

Pni
2
0
u0 ¼ 0 Fu ;i


!
Pni 1 
0
0
0
0
u0 6¼u Fu ;i Ssðu ;iÞ  Eu ru ;i

Pni
2
F0
u0 ¼ 0 u ;i

!!

(20)

þ C Cu;sðu;iÞ :
Once we get the gradients, we update coefficient matrices as follows:
@C
Au;tðu;iÞ ¼ Au;tðu;iÞ  a
(21)
@Au;tðu;iÞ
@C
@Bu;gðu;iÞ

(22)

@C
;
@Cu;sðu;iÞ

(23)

Bu;gðu;iÞ ¼ Bu;gðu;iÞ  a
Cu;sðu;iÞ ¼ Cu;sðu;iÞ  a

where a is the learning rate.
Lastly, after several iteration computations, we conduct
service quality evaluation by the learned coefficient matrices as follows:
Xni  Fu;i
Pni
(24)
ru;i :
r^i ¼
u¼0
u¼0 Fu;i
The whole procedure of our algorithm is summarized in
Algorithm 1. Moreover, the time complexity is OðT  M 2 
N  kÞ, where M and N are the number of users and items,
T is the number of iterations, and k is the dimension of feature
vectors. The space complexity is OðM  N þ M þ 3k þ
3M  kÞ. Since the rating matrix is usually sparse and
M; N  k, the time complexity is OðT  M  k  LÞ, and the
space complexity is OðM  NÞ, where L is the number of
links between users and items.

Algorithm 1. Service Quality Evaluation (SQE) Model
Input: The rating matrix R in training dataset, user confidence
E calculated by Equation (1), spatial bias G calculated by
Equation (6), temporal bias T calculated by Equation (7),
sentimental bias S calculated by Equation (8).
Output: Quality evaluation of test services.
1: Initialize coefficient matrices A; B; C, set learning rate a.
2: for t ¼ 1:T do
3: for each element of coefficient matrices A; B; C, do:
4:
Au;tðu;iÞ
Au;tðu;iÞ  a @A @C ;
u;tðu;iÞ

!!
ni
X
Fu0 ;i
@C
Pni
¼ ð1Þ Ri 
ru0 ;i
0
@Bu;gðu;iÞ
u0 ¼ 0 Fu ;i
u0 ¼ 0


Pni 1
0
Ggðu;iÞ  Eu
u0 6¼u Fu ;i
ru;i

Pni
2
0
u0 ¼ 0 Fu ;i


!
Pni 1 
0
0
0
0
u0 6¼u Fu ;i Ggðu ;iÞ  Eu ru ;i

Pni
2
F0
u0 ¼ 0 u ;i
þ B Bu;gðu;iÞ

5:

(19)

Bu;gðu;iÞ

Bu;gðu;iÞ  a @B @C ;
u;gðu;iÞ

Cu;sðu;iÞ  a @C @C ;
6:
Cu;sðu;iÞ
u;sðu;iÞ
7: end for
8: end for
9: for each test item do
10: for each rating of this item do
Calculate the overall confidence by Equation (9);
11: end for
12: Calculate the overall rating r^i of this item by Equation (24);
13: end for
14: Return: The overall rating r^ of services.
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TABLE 1
Statistics of Our Datasets

Fig. 5. The distributions of items in the test set according to the number of
ratings on Yelp restaurants, nightlife, and douban test set, respectively.

5

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we implement a series of experiments on our
datasets to evaluate the performance of our model. We compare the performance with some related methods, and some
discussions are given.

4

DATASETS INTRODUCTION

In this section, we introduce the Yelp and Douban datasets
and the preprocessing approach. The datasets are extended
from our previous works [21], [22], and [25]. Our dataset
can be downloaded from website of SMILES LAB.1

4.1 Yelp Dataset
Yelp is a local directory service with social networks and user
reviews [21], [22], [25]. It is the largest service review site
in America. Users can rate businesses, submit comments,
communicate shopping experiences, etc. It combines local
reviews and social networking functionality to create a local
online community. In this paper, the utilized Yelp dataset
consists of two categories: Restaurants and Nightlife. Table 1
shows the statistics of our datasets.
4.2 Douban Dataset
Douban is one of the most popular social networks in
China. It includes several parts: Douban Movie, Douban
Read and Douban Music, etc. We crawled the ratings from
the Douban Movie website. The dataset consists of 2,968,648
ratings from 8,226 users who have rated 14,715 movies.
Note that there is no geographic location information
and reviews in Douban dataset. We perform our model
on Douban dataset by fusing user ratings’ confidence and
temporal features.
4.3 Preprocessing
The issue proposed in this paper is quality evaluation for
services with very few ratings. That is to say, the entity of
our dataset is service. Thus, we must handle our dataset to
extract appropriate test data. As shown in Table 1, we preselect some items to be used for training and others to be used
for testing. The ratings in our dataset are split according to
the preselected items. For instance, a rating of a training
item will be selected as a training data. Note that every
tested item has no more than five ratings. Fig. 5 shows the
distributions of items in our three test sets according to the
number of ratings. The y-axis represents the count of items.
The x-axis represents the number of ratings under each
item. From Fig. 5, it can be observed that none of these test
items has more than five ratings.
1. http://smiles.xjtu.edu.cn/Download/Download_SQE.html

5.1 Performance Measures
When we get the predicted overall rating of services, the
performance of methods will be embodied by the errors.
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Error
(MAE) are the most popular accuracy measurements [23],
[24], [25], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33]. They are defined by:
RMSE ¼

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X
ðri  r^i Þ2 =j<test j
i2<

MAE ¼

test

X
i2<test

jri  r^i j=j<test j;

(25)

(26)

where ri is the overall rating of service i. r^i is the predicted
overall rating. <test denotes the set of test items. j<test j indicates the number of test items.
The differences between the prediction and the overall
rating of services can be leveraged to measure our model.
However, in our datasets, the real overall ratings of services are discrete as [1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0],
while our predictions are decimals. The predicted decimals
can be rounded into discrete quantities. Then Precision,
Recall and AUC (Area under Curve) measures [47], [48],
[49] are utilized to evaluate the proposed model. It is discussed in Section 5.3.6.

5.2 Performance Evaluation
5.2.1 Compared Algorithms
a)

BM (Basic Method). Intuitively, a basic method is utilizing the average ratings to the item to represent its quality evaluation:
r^i ¼

b)

1 Xn
r ;
u ¼ 1 u;i
n

(27)

where r^i is predicted evaluation of item i. n is the number of ratings to item i, and ru;i denotes the rating user u
to item i.
Biases (Basic Biases). Biases could represent users’ rating
habits. Koren [29] considered user and item time changing biases, and compared the ability of various suggested baseline predictors. Basic biases could represent
users’ rating habits. In order to overcome different rating criteria, users’ rating biases can be considered into
rating prediction as follows:
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r^i ¼


1 Xn 
ru;i þ bu
u
¼
1
n
bu ¼ m  ru ;

c)

bu;c ¼ mc  ru;c ;

(29)

(31)

where bu;c denotes user u’s rating bias in category c, mc
implies the overall average rating in category c, ru;c
indicates user u’s average rating in category c. ci is the
category that item i belonging to.
d) BaseMF. The BaseMF is the basic probabilistic matrix
factorization approach [32], which aims at reducing the
error of the predicted rating values using R to real rating values. The latent features of users and items are
learned on the observed rating data by minimizing the
objective function:



1 X
^u;i 2 þ  kUk2 þkPk2 (32)
Ru;i  R
CðR; U; PÞ ¼
F
F
2 u;i
2
^u;i ¼ m þ U T Pi ;
R
u

the rating value in c can be predicted according to (33).
Then we can utilize predicted ratings to evaluate
items by:
1 XM ^ c
(35)
R :
r^i ¼
u ¼ 1 u;i
M

(28)

where bu denotes user u’s rating bias and m indicates
the average of all ratings. ru is user u’s average rating.
This method overcomes users’ different rating criteria
simply.
BT (Biases Based on Taxonomy). Compared with basic
biases, we utilize the idea of biases based on taxonomy
[30] to explore users’ rating criteria with more refinements. Biases are detailed into many categories. That
is to say, one user may have different rating criteria in
different categories. Thus, we have:

1 Xn 
ru;i þ bu;ci
(30)
r^i ¼
u
¼
1
n

(33)

^ 2 RMN , M is the number of users and N is the
where R
number of items as the rating matrix RMN . Ru;i
^u;i is the
denotes the real rating value user u to item i. R
predicted rating value user u to item i. m is an offset
value, which is empirically set average rating value of
the training data. Matrixes U and P are latent feature
matrices of users and items. kXkF is the Frobenius
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P 2
norm of matrix X, and kXkF ¼
i;j xi;j . This term is

f)

ContextMF. Besides the factor of interpersonal influence,
Jiang et al. [24] proposed another important factor: the
individual preference. The results demonstrate the significance of social contextual factors (including individual preference and interpersonal influence) in their
model. The factor of interpersonal influence is similar
to the trust values in the CircleCon model [23]. Moreover, another factor of interpersonal preference similarity is mined from the topic of items adopted from the
receiver’s history. The basic idea is that user latent feature Uu should be similar to his/her friends’ latent
feature with the weight of their preference similarity.
Once the model is trained, the rating can be predicted
according to (33). Then we can utilize predicted ratings
to evaluate items by (35).
g) PRM. In previous works [25], [26], we considered more
social factors to constrain user and item latent features,
involving interpersonal influence, interpersonal interest
similarity, and personal interest. The proposed new factor personal interest denotes user’s interest vector has
similarity to item’s topic vector which user interest in.
The factor of personal interest can recommend items to
meet users’ individualities, especially for experienced
users. Once we get the learned user and item features,
items can be evaluated by (35).
h) Item-based Collaborative Filtering. Item-based collaborative filtering recommendation [2] is one of the most
popular algorithms. It produces the rating from a user
to an item based on the average ratings of similar or correlated items by the same user. It gets better performance by computing the similarity simði; jÞ between
items as follows:


P 
u ru;j  ru
u2U ru;i  r
simði; jÞ ¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

2ﬃqﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

2 ; (36)
P
P


r

r
r

r
u;i
u
u;j
u
u2U
u2U
where ru;i denotes the rating user u to item i. ru;j
denotes the rating user u to item j. ru denotes user u’s
average rating. Authors aimed at personalized rating
prediction, but if we would like to predict quality evaluation, we can utilize the similarity simði; jÞ as follows:
X
1

r  simði; jÞ ;
(37)
r^i ¼ 
j2<training j
<training 

utilized to avoid over-fitting. This objective function
can be minimized efficiently using the gradient descent
method. Once the low-rank matrices U and P are
learned, rating values can be predicted according to
(33) for any user-item pairs. Then predicted ratings are
leveraged to evaluate the quality of services by:
1 XM ^
(34)
R :
r^i ¼
u ¼ 1 u;i
M
e)

CircleCon Model. The CircleCon model [23] has been
found to outperform BaseMF and SocialMF [31] with
respect to accuracy of recommender systems. It focuses
on the factor of interpersonal trust in the social network
and infers the trust circle. The basic idea is that user
latent feature Uu should be similar to the average of
his/her friends’ latent features with weight of trust
value in category c. Once the model is trained in c,

3389

i)

where rj is the overall rating of services. simði; jÞ is the
normalized similarity value. <training is the set of items
in the training set.
MART-SQE. We add a non-linear model to the proposed approaches by using multiple-additive regression trees (MART) [50]. When performing MART, we
set the proposed features as the predictors, including
entropy based user confidence, spatial features, temporal features, review sentimental features, and user personalized rating. That is to say, five predictors are used
in this experiment, and individual trees have six
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison based on Yelp restaurants, Yelp nightlife, and douban datasets.

j)

terminal nodes, 200 trees are grown. We call the method
MART-SQE (Multiple-additive regression trees based
service quality evaluation).
SQE. This is our model proposed in this paper. We
explore user rating’s confidence by considering spatialtemporal and sentimental features to conduct service
quality evaluation.

5.2.2 Performance Comparison
Here, we compare the performance of our SQE model with
other methods, including BM, Biases, BT, BaseMF, CircleCon,
ContextMF, PRM, item-based collaborative filtering, and
MART-SQE on Yelp Restaurants, Yelp Nightlife, and Douban
dataset respectively.
Fig. 6 shows the performance on Yelp Restaurants,
Nightlife, and Douban datasets. The accuracy of our SQE
model is much better than other approaches. Additionally,
matrix factorization models, including BaseMF, CircleCon,
ContextMF, and PRM, have few differences in terms of performance. Actually, matrix factorization models are not
suitable to solve quality evaluation for services, because
matrix factorization models aim at personalized ratings prediction [24], [25], and [26]. These models focus on calculating users and items’ latent feature vectors. However, in this
paper we utilize them to predict users’ personalized ratings,
and then average these personalized ratings. It seems inconsistent. Thus, their performance is not satisfactory. Additionally, when we average these personalized ratings as
(34), denominator M, which denotes the number of users, is
so large that the final evaluations have little diversity. Most
of the evaluations we predict by matrix factorization models
are ranged from star level 3.4 to 3.8. Performance is barely
affected by data sparsity and ground truth because of the
overly temperate and smooth results. Then we conclude
that matrix factorization models are not suitable to solve
quality evaluation of services.
Besides matrix factorization models, the performance
on the Douban dataset is much better than the Yelp dataset. This is caused by the characteristics of dataset. We
deem that the overall confidence of ratings on Douban
dataset is better than Yelp. In our opinion, Douban Movie
focuses on the content of movies, while Yelp focuses on

the quality of services. In other words, all users of Douban Movie will rate the same movie, which is constant.
However, users of Yelp will rate the same item from different aspects, such as service attitude, environment, and
the taste of food. Different users may meet different
waiters, and taste different foods. Thus, many different
external factors can affect users’ ratings on Yelp Restaurants and Yelp Nightlife datasets. Conversely, ratings on
Douban Movie are not affected by many other external
factors except the content of movies. Table 2 supports our
supposition. We set each rating as an evaluation to service, and then perform all ratings’ confidence by computing errors between user ratings and the overall rating of
services. RMSE and MAE are utilized to describe the
overall ratings’ confidence. It can be concluded that ratings on Douban have more confidence than Yelp.

5.3 Discussions
Besides the performance comparison, here we discuss six
aspects in our SQE model: 1) the impact of data sparsity,
2) the impact of review count, 3) the impact of different
curves fitting approaches in spatial-temporal and sentimental feature constrained user confidence measurement, 4) the
impact of each feature, 5) the impact of less training data
on performance, and 6) the impact of the type of prediction.
At the last part, when we quantify our prediction, the new
measurements Precision, Recall, and AUC are utilized to
demonstrate the improvements of our model.
5.3.1 The Impact of Data Sparsity
As mentioned before, the number of ratings for each item in
the test set is no more than five. Then we conduct a series
of experiments to discuss the impact of data sparsity. Fig. 7
TABLE 2
The Overall Rating’s Confidence Represented
by Errors on Three Datasets
Dataset

RMSE

MAE

Yelp Restaurants
Yelp Nightlife
Douban

0.9377
0.9242
0.7763

0.7142
0.7035
0.6192
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Fig. 9. The average impact of different fitting curves on restaurants and
nightlife datasets.
Fig. 7. The average impact of data sparsity on restaurants and nightlife
datasets.

shows the average impact of data sparsity on performance
on Restaurants and Nightlife datasets. According to Fig. 5,
our test set is classified into five groups, with each group
just contains the items which have the same number of ratings. That is to say, it is according to different data sparsity.
Then in Fig. 7, the performance improves with the increase
of data density. It can be observed that our model is better
than other methods in terms of performance, no matter
what the data sparsity is.

5.3.2 The Impact of Review Count
The goal of this paper is to predict service quality evaluation. However, it is difficult to get the ground truth of the
overall rating of services, because the ground truth relies
heavily on the review count. For example, if the real review
count is too small, the overall rating we crawled will be a
lack of trustworthiness. Thus, we discuss the impact of
review count by grouping test items. As shown in Fig. 8,
our test set is classified into five groups: the real review
count of items is greater than 0, 5, 10, 20, and 50 respectively. It shows the average impact of review count on performance on Restaurants and Nightlife datasets. We deem
that performance will become better with the increasing
number of real ratings. This assumption is supported by the
experiment result shown in Fig. 8.
5.3.3

The Impact of Different Curves Fitting
Approaches
As mentioned in Section 3.2, we conduct curve fitting based
on the 4th degree Gaussian model. A series of experiments
are conducted according to different fitting curves as shown
in Fig. 9. It shows the average impact of different fitting
curves on performance on Restaurants and Nightlife

Fig. 8. The average impact of review count on restaurants and nightlife
datasets.

datasets. P4, P5, P6 denotes fitting curve based on the 4th,
5th and 6th degree polynomial respectively. G2, G3, and G4
denotes fitting curve based on the 2nd, 3rd and 4th degree
Gaussian model respectively. It can be observed that different curves fitting approaches have little influence on the
final performance. It demonstrates the robustness of our
SQE model.

5.3.4 The Impact of Different Features
Here, we discuss the impact of different features on the performance. Spatial-temporal features and sentimental features are fused into our SQE model. However, we would
like to know the effectiveness of each feature. Therefore,
user ratings’ confidence (UTC) calculated by entropy in
Section 3.1 is set as the baseline. Then we conduct a series of
experiments by fusing the confidence respectively with ratings’ temporal features (denoted by UTCþTF), ratings’ spatial features (denoted by UTCþSF), review sentimental
features (denoted by UTCþRF), spatial-temporal features
(denoted by UTCþ TFþSF), both temporal features and
review sentimental features (denoted by UTCþTFþRF),
both spatial features and review sentimental features
(denoted by UTCþSFþRF), and both spatial-temporal features and review sentimental features, i.e., SQE method.
The performance is shown in Fig. 10, which shows the
average impact of each feature on performance on Restaurants and Nightlife datasets. Both the spatial-temporal features and review sentimental features are significant to the
final performance. In Fig. 10, the temporal features decrease
the prediction error by 5.9 percent on RMSE and 5.0 percent
on MAE. The spatial features decrease the prediction error
by 5.5 percent on RMSE and 4.9 percent on MAE. The sentimental features decrease the prediction error by 5.2 percent
on RMSE and 4.6 percent on MAE. The proposed model
SQE combining with spatial-temporal features and review
sentimental features decreases the prediction error by
10.1 percent on RMSE and 9.8 percent on MAE.

Fig. 10. The average impact of each feature on restaurants and nightlife
datasets.
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TABLE 3
The Impact of Less Training Data on the Performance of Our Model Based on Douban Dataset
Measure

1% training data

2% training data

10% training data

20% training data

50% training data

100% training data

0.3598
0.2814

0.3539
0.2760

0.3509
0.2737

0.3508
0.2734

0.3506
0.2733

0.3464
0.2701

RMSE
MAE

TABLE 4
Accuracy in Terms of Precision (P) and Recall (R) on Yelp Nightlife Dataset
BM

@Top-1
@Top-3
@Top-5

Biases

BT

BaseMF

CircleCon

ContextMF

PRM

Item_based

MART-SQE

SQE

R

P

R

P

R

P

R

P

R

P

R

P

R

P

R

P

R

P

R

P

0.333
0.773
0.949

0.333
0.258
0.190

0.309
0.742
0.940

0.309
0.247
0.118

0.323
0.780
0.955

0.323
0.260
0.119

0.297
0.767
0.941

0.297
0.256
0.118

0.297
0.767
0.941

0.297
0.256
0.118

0.296
0.767
0.941

0.296
0.256
0.118

0.296
0.767
0.941

0.296
0.256
0.118

0.327
0.785
0.949

0.327
0.262
0.119

0.349
0.827
0.975

0.349
0.276
0.195

0.382
0.833
0.972

0.382
0.278
0.194

TABLE 5
Accuracy in Terms of Precision (P) and Recall (R) on Yelp Restaurants Dataset
BM

@Top-1
@Top-3
@Top-5

BaseMF

CircleCon

R

P

R

Biases
P

R

BT
P

R

P

R

P

ContextMF
R

P

R

PRM
P

Item_based
R

P

MART-SQE
R

P

R

SQE
P

0.285
0.735
0.932

0.285
0.245
0.186

0.283
0.734
0.939

0.283
0.245
0.188

0.316
0.770
0.954

0.316
0.257
0.191

0.322
0.807
0.965

0.322
0.270
0.193

0.321
0.811
0.967

0.321
0.270
0.193

0.321
0.811
0.967

0.321
0.270
0.193

0.321
0.812
0.968

0.321
0.272
0.194

0.376
0.844
0.969

0.376
0.282
0.194

0.371
0.856
0.979

0.371
0.285
0.196

0.384
0.855
0.978

0.384
0.285
0.196

TABLE 6
Area Under Curve (AUC) Comparison on Our Datasets
Measure
AUC

Dataset

BM

Biases

BT

BaseMF

CircleCon

ContextMF

PRM

Item_based

MART-SQE

SQE

Restaurants
Nightlife

0.808
0.830

0.815
0.822

0.832
0.837

0.843
0.821

0.843
0.821

8.844
0.821

0.845
0.821

0.864
0.837

0.869
0.857

0.871
0.866

5.3.5 The Impact of Less Training Data
For the impact of less training data on the performance of
our model, the Douban dataset is used for this experiment.
Table 3 shows the impact of less training data on the performance of our model on Douban dataset. In the step of model
training, we randomly select some data from the complete
dataset. 10 percent training data denotes that only 10 percent of our training ratings are selected for experiment, and
we randomly select one of each 10 pieces of our data as the
training data. It can be observed that there is little impact on
performance. In addition, the performance of our model
becomes worse with less training data.
5.3.6 The Impact of the Type of Prediction
In our datasets, the real overall ratings of services are discrete as [1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0], while our
predictions are decimals. Therefore, some experiments are

conducted to discuss the impact of the type of prediction.
Due to the interval of real overall ratings are 0.5, we calculate the approximation of prediction to fit the type of the
overall rating. For example, given a prediction 4.3935, the
approximation we get is 4.5, not 4. We leverage this method
to implement experiments to discuss the impact of the type
of prediction on Yelp Restaurants and Nightlife datasets.
The performance of approximating prediction is shown in
Fig. 11. It can be concluded that our SQE model is better
than other algorithms, combining with Fig. 6 and Fig. 11,
whatever the type of prediction is.
If we quantify our prediction into [1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5,
4.0, 4.5, 5.0], there are three other measurements Precision,
Recall and AUC can be used. We set the prediction sequence
as the records retrieved. For example, given a prediction
3.186, the Top-5 prediction sequence is [3.0, 3.5, 2.5, 4.0, 2.0],
which is ordered by the quantization distance. The sequence
can be seen as retrieved records. Tables 4, 5, and 6 respectively shows the accuracy in terms of Precision, Recall, and
AUC. It can be observed that SQE model and MART-SQE are
better than other algorithms. Additionally, our SQE model
has performed the best in terms of AUC. Moreover, the
accuracy of our SQE model in terms of precision and recall
@Top-1 is less than 0.4. Thus, there are many works to do for
improving the accuracy of service quality evaluation.

6
Fig. 11. The impact of the type of prediction on performance on Yelp
Restaurants and Yelp Nightlife datasets.

CONCLUSIONS

Much research has focused on personalized recommendation and rating prediction. However, it is important to
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conduct service quality evaluation, especially for the new
services with few ratings. Additionally, local urban services providers can get feedback on their services from worldwide users, which are valuable for them to improve their
qualities of services. In this paper, we proposed a model to
solve service quality evaluation by exploring contextual
information of social users. We focused on exploring user
rating’s confidence, which denotes the trustworthiness of
this rating. Entropy is utilized to calculate user ratings’ confidence. We further explored the spatial-temporal features
and the sentimental features of user ratings by fusing them
into a unified model to calculate overall confidence.
Through our model, we can use a few ratings to predict the
overall rating of services. Note that for different domains or
datasets, the method of confidence calculation by entropy,
which is not based on empirical observations, has wide
applicability.
In future work, different aspects reflected by user
reviews will be the emphasis. Usually the review text can
reflect users’ thoughts and the different confidences in different aspects such as color, taste and price. It can offer the
more detailed quality evaluation for services.
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